**Vocabulary List 11B - English 9**

**Directions:** Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the “Be Verbs”. The “Be Verbs” are - *am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been*. Your sentences must be 100% grammatically correct and show you know what the word means within your sentence.

**VER: true**

11. veracity: n.

12. verdict: n.

13. verification: n.


**NUNC / NOUNC: declare**

15. denounce: v.

16. enunciate: v.

17. renounce: v.

**LITER: letters**

18. illiterate: adj.

19. obliterate: v.

20. literal: adj.
DEFINITIONS

A. genuine; real
B. opinion of a jury in a court of law
C. proof
D. to condemn openly and publicly
E. to destroy completely
F. to give up formally
G. to pronounce carefully
H. to the letter; exact
I. truth; accuracy
J. unable to read or write